Newsletter – Summer Term
This Week’s Events
Date
Monday 14th June
Tuesday 15th June

Wednesday 16th June
Thursday 17th June
Friday 18th June
Advanced Notice:
Polite Notice:

Event
Y4 Dodgeball Club
Y2 Dance Club
Y5 Cricket Club
Last day of Sponsored Read
Y6 Cricket Club
Y3 Dodgeball Club
Sponsored Read sponsorship money collection day
No Y1 Dance Club Friday 18th June
Sports Day Thursday 24th June
Please note the school office opens at 8.30am each morning
and is manned until 4.30pm. Before and after these times, there
will be no access to the Main Reception area.

Welcome back. It has been lovely to seen everyone back in school refreshed after a week’s holiday. It’s
hard to believe that another academic year is almost done. This term will see lots of exciting activities
happening for children, particularly Year 6 who leave us for pastures new at the end of this term.
Thank you for continuing to adhere to the Covid-19 restrictions we have in place around the school
grounds. As a school, we feel that it is important to maintain these particularly when we hear that the
numbers of positive cases are rising in the area.
Keeping Safe In The Sun
We are officially into the second term of summer and the weather is getting increasingly hotter. Most
of our outdoor provision is not in the shade and children are in the sunshine at breaks, lunchtimes and
PE sessions. Therefore, please ensure children come to school with suncream on (or bring it in for them
to apply themselves), have a sunhat/cap and bring in a refillable water bottle. Thank you for supporting
us in keeping children safe in the sun.
We are Brilliant Winners
KS1: Bobbi, Kassidy, Elsa, Chloe
KS2: Ffion, Samuel, Joe

Sports Day
We are very pleased to announce that our sports day event will take place this year on Thursday 24th
June. Unfortunately parents and carers will not be able to spectate this year due to the recent rise
Covid-19 cases but we promise to make the day bigger and better than ever for the children.
As the Euro 2021 football tournament is taking place this summer we thought it would be nice for the
children to be in teams which represent some of the countries taking part. Children have been divided

into into the following teams to encourage a small element of competition. The team names are
England (red), Portugal (green), Sweeden (yellow) Italy (blue). Children should come to school in
Sports Day Kit (black shorts, teams coloured t-shirt).
In the case of hot, sunny weather your child must wear a sun hat and sun cream.
Please also ensure that your child has a bottle of water to take out with them onto the field.

Nursery
This week the Nursery children have been learning all about shapes. We decided to make our learning
more active and took our lesson out onto the school field. The children were put into teams and each
child was set the challenge to run and collect one of the missing shapes for their team. The children did
a fantastic job and as a team they managed to collect all the missing shapes.

Reception
Reception have started their new topic ‘FANTASTIC FOOTBALL’ this week. Each week we are going to be
learning about the different countries that are taking part in the EUROS. We will be learning how to say
hello and goodbye in different languages and we will be tasting foods from the countries we are
focusing on. We began this week talking about different sports, including our favourite sport. We also
learnt about sporting events such as Wimbledon, Tour de France and the Olympics. We ended the week
learning about the importance of being a good sportsperson.

Year 1 – Pens Down Day
Year 1 had a very exciting visit from Zoo-Lab to start our new topic,’amazing animals’. They brought in
lots of animals for the children to learn about, touch and even hold! We found out that animals belong
to different groups such as reptiles and mammals. We learnt lots of facts about each animal, for
example, cockroaches are an insect and they have been on earth for millions of years – they were
around even before the dinosaurs!

Year 2 – Pens Down Day
Year 2 have had a fantastic start to a new half term! It was 'Pens Down Day' this week, and we
completed lots of wonderful learning. In maths, we are learning about time and so we made our own
giant clock faces to show different o'clock and half past times. We then took it in turns to be a teacher
and quiz our friends on different times. In literacy, some of us started learning about traditional tales.
We read Jack and the Beanstalk and then acted out the story. In topic, we started our topic 'Let's Grow'!
We thought about how music is often inspired by nature and listened to several songs about flowers.
We then worked in groups to compose our own piece of music inspired by a particular plant. We
thought carefully about the rhythm and dynamics of our piece so that we could really capture the
essence of our chosen plant.

Year 3
This week, in Literacy, Year 3 were introduced to our new class text: ‘Jumanji’ and we read the whole
story. We then split the story into three parts: beginning, middle and ending. We discussed how the
different characters might be feeling at each part of the story. We then created a whole class tableaux
for each part of the story and used thought tapping to step into the minds of the characters and answer
these questions: Who is your character? What are you doing/why are you doing that? How are you
feeling?

Year 4
In Year 4 on Wednesday, we explored what a Victorian school would have been like. The children
arrived at school to strict teachers and a different classroom layout. This morning, we had an arithmetic
lesson and made an abacus and then we did some drama in Literacy. In the drama, we created a
tableaux and did some thought tapping and hot-seating. We also did a conscience alley where the
children had to give advice to a child who had misbehaved. This afternoon, we had a singing assembly
and then did some PE drills. Finally, we explored some leisure activities, including playing ball with a
cloth, exploring Victorian toys and Ring a Ring a Roses.

Year 5

On Wednesday we had Pen Down Day, which was a real eye opener: we discovered a plethora
of fascinating facts as well as some staggeringly sad statistics. Our day began with a brief
overview of what a rainforest is, where the Amazonas are and where the Amazon rainforest is
located. We discovered that it spans many countries and is between the Tropic of Cancer and
Capricorn which explains its tropical climate. Reading played a key role in today’s learn as we
shared a story called The Vanishing Rainforest where we then discussed the plot as well as
created drama pieces using freeze frames, tableaux and thought tapping. During the afternoon
we created some fantastic pieces of art depicting our new learning. We hope you enjoy the
pictures below.

Year 6
Year 6 have been busy learning some important First Aid this week. They have been lucky enough to
complete a full day of training including CPR (on Little Annie using the tune of ‘Staying Alive’ to help
them!), bandaging and lots of other life saving skills.

Although we hope that they will never need to use it, this course aims to give them the knowledge and
confidence to be able to help someone should they find themselves in that situation.

Art News
Focus on Year 2!
Year 2 have experimented with collage methods in response to the artists Kurt Schwiitters and Bridget
Riley and have created houses from The Great Fire Of London. We learned how to overlap materials and
how to create an optical illusion like Bridget Riley, which became our flames. There are some questions
on the Year 2 display board. Can you remember the answers to these questions?

Focus on Year 5!
Year 5 have also been using their growing knowledge of light and dark values of colour that emphasise
the form of an image. After drawing superb still-life shells from observation, we began collaging in the
various shades with different papers and wool.

Sponsored Read!
Wednesday 9th -Tuesday 15th June 2021
We are continuing to encourage a lifelong love of books and reading at home and at school by
holding another Sponsored Read! The project is once again being organised in conjunction with
our local Usborne Organiser, Jane Dickinson. In addition to the sponsorship money, Usborne will
donate up to 60% of the total raised in EXTRA FREE BOOKS to the school. So, for every £600
raised, we will get an extra £360 in FREE Usborne books!
All children, whether sponsored or not, are being encouraged to do as many minutes of extra
reading as they possibly can. They will be able to exchange their minutes of extra reading for
‘Reading Points’ which will be valid for choosing Usborne Books to keep for themselves! There
will be an Usborne Bookfair at school on Tuesday 22nd June - more details will be available after
the Sponsored Read.
Please help us to enhance every child’s reading resources by encouraging your child to spend an
extra amount of time each day either reading to themselves, to others, or being read to. They can
read books, comics, magazines, newspapers, menus, websites, recipes, leaflets, instructions –
anything with words! There will be prizes for the ‘Most Minutes Read’ in each year group, for the
class that reads for the most minutes and for the class that raises the most money!
Your child should have brought a sponsorship form home from school this week (if not, please
ask your child’s class teacher for another copy). If you are able to support our sponsored read by
collecting sponsors please use the attached Sponsorship Form. After the sponsored read, please
make sure your completed Reading Log is returned to school and your sponsorship money is
paid in by Thursday 17th June, by cash, and given to your child’s class teacher in a sealed,
named envelope.

We look forward to having lots more books for your child to read, share and enjoy!

Caring for your child’s eyes…
Your child’s eyes are special. In the early years, vision helps children find out about the world
around them, about their home, about you. Later, as they go through school, their eyesight lets
them learn and discover – in fact, about 80% of what is taught in schools is presented visually.
Being able to see clearly is therefore incredibly important in your child’s overall development.
Most very young children have their eyesight assessed as part of their routine developmental
checks. While these are very important, they are not as thorough as a complete eye test by a
qualified optician.
Ensuring your child has their eyes tested as early as possible means that any problems that they
may have are identified early, setting them up for a happy and fulfilling school life. Young
children may find it hard to explain the difficulties they are having with their eyesight and may
not even be aware they have a problem at all.
Conditions such as squint and amblyopia (lazy eye) can be treated more effectively if they are
picked up earlier and this could make a huge difference to your child. We recommend annual
eye tests that are free on the NHS.

British Values

